
ADVANCED TACTICAL VEST
When in High-Risk Situations - Protection is Paramount
BULLETPROOF-IT DEFENSE SYSTEMS[ATV]

ARMOR SOLUTIONS SPECIALISTS
BULLETPROOF-IT 
Armor Solutions

At BULLETPROOF-IT, We understand that only 
the best is acceptable for body armor. We 
provide a vast range of body armor which is 
designed to provide effective protection in 
high-risk situations. Our products are all NIJ 
tested to meet and exceed satisfaction 
standards. We take no chances when it 
comes to saving lives. 

(SERVICE DISABLED, VETERAN OWNED 
BUSINESS)
  

When you are on the front line in the danger 
zone. We understand how important it is to 
feel protected when expected to perform at 
the highest standard and efficiency levels. 
We pay strict attention to every aspect of our 
design and manufacturing process through 
every stage from conceptualization to final 
testing.   

D-U-N-S NUMBER- 040434165       
CAGE CODE- 6ZWA1

  



ADVANCED TACTICAL VEST

LIGHT-WEIGHT ≈ MOBILITY   
         
The Advanced Tactical Vest (ATV) 
≈Fully customizable carrier designed for Special Forces, 
Military and Police Operations. Includes all the features 
required for battlefield operations with the ability to 
customize based on individual preferences and mission 
specific requirements.

(ATV) Designed to protect. When operations make you 
vulnerable in high-threat situations, feeling protected is 
paramount. (ATV) Includes removable neck, throat, and 
groin protector with optional shoulder protection.

Sizes: C1-C5, Small, Medium, Large, X Large 

BALLISTIC PROTECTION LEVELS:

We offer a number of different protection levels, and 
configurations meeting customers price and weight 
targets. The Advanced Tactical Vest carrier available with 
Stab and Spike protection. 

Ballistic Soft Armor Protection: NIJ IIIA

Additional Protection Plates: NIJ Level III+ 

•Quick Release System

•Fireproof outer carrier jacket

•Fully customizable MOLLE vest

•Adjustable side closure design

•Area of ballistic coverage (large): .52m2 
(1.70ft2)

•Adjustable Sides - Able to accommodate 
side plates 6x6 & 6x8

•Optional Ballistic Shoulders

•Permanent/Detachable helmet friendly 
neck protector

•Front and rear plate pockets

•Removable panels sealed in a water proof 
PVC bag, Washable outer-covers

•Advanced Sweat Management System

•Designed to be used with wide array of 
communication devices

•Adjustable for height and width

•Available in different colors, sizes and 
combinations

•5 years standard warranty with option to 
increase

Maximum Battlefield
PROTECTION 

ADVANCED TACTICAL VEST

FEATURES

[ATV]



AERO ASSAULT
BASIC KIT

  

As a preferred carrier of US SOCOM, the AERO Assault 
Plate Carrier can be worn with or without soft armor 
panels depending upon ballistic requirements, threat 
conditions and the type of plate being utilized. Using 
State of the art materials and design, the system 
provides the highest degree of scalability, modularity 
and weight savings.

Fully Releasable or Non Releasable configuration based on 
user preference utilizing the shoulder stow release
cable.
� Fully MOLLE/PALS compatible using ¾” MOLLE webbing
� Fits SPEAR/BALCS, SAPI and ESAPI Front/Rear plates (sizes 
S-XL)
� Fits MBAV or Plate shaped soft armor inserts (sizes S-XL)
� PTT attachment points on upper left/right along with 
Hydration and communication retention loops
� Removable kangaroo-style cummerbund retention flap 
secures the cummerbund in place and provides lowprofile
magazine storage (for up to three M4 magazines)
� Padded shoulder pads with detachable retention loops
� Velcro loop on upper Front and Back area for ID/flag 
patches.
� Upper and Lower pack connection points for attaching 
Eagle Modular Assault Packs
� ¾” MOLLE Assaulters Money Belt Cummerbund with 
integrated Radio
and magazine slots.
� Cummerbund routing channel provides the ability to 
quickly adjust
sizing or switch between the Assault MOLLE, JTAC, 2” or 4” 
Elastic
Cummerbunds (Optional cummerbunds sold separately)
� Accepts 6”x6”, 6”x8” & 7”x8” side plates (sold separately)
� Accepts Eagle Deltoid/Shoulder Plate pockets (sold sepa-
rately)
� Accepts SPEAR/BALCS ballistic groin protector (sold 
separately)

Product #: AERO/A-BASIC-SIZE-COLOR
Sizes: S, M, L, XL
Colors: Multicam® (5CCA), Coyote Brown (5SCOY), Khaki (5KH), Black 
(5BK)
With JTAC Cummerbund (cable management and side armor)
Product #: AERO/A-JTAC-SIZE-COLOR

FEATURES:

bulletproof-it
body armor

-

 



BULLETPROOF-IT Tactical (LCS) Load Carriage 
System designs are a product of direct user 
input and BULLETPROOF-IT’S legacy of 
“Quality by Design”. These products have 
been standard issue to most of our Nation’s 
finest Special Operations Forces, Military/DOD 
and Law Enforcement professionals for over a 
decade.

NOTE: This brochure provides a fraction of the 
multiple designs offered. Please contact 
BULLETPROOF-IT Customer Service for avail-
ability and additional product information.

AERO ASSAULT
VEST ACCESSORY OPTIONS
BULLETPROOF-IT Tactical (LCS) Load Carriage 
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AERO ASSAULTAERO ASSAULT
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VEST ACCESSORIES
CONTINUED...



  

(MMAC-W/C-SIZE-SKIT-MS-COLOR)
The BULLETPROOF-IT Multi Mission Armor Carrier (MMAC) is one of the 
most flexible and scalable armor/plate carriers on the market. 
Designed by the operator for the operator, the MMAC is combat proven 
to meet the ever-changing mission profiles present on today’s battle-
field. The front and back body were designed to fit tightly around the 
(SPEAR/BALCS, Swimmer Cut, SAPI & ESAPI) ballistic plates and/or soft 
armor insert, maximizing the MOLLE attachment surface without 

Fully MOLLE/PALS compatible

� Fits SPEAR/BALCS SAPI and ESAPI Front/Rear plates

� PTT attachment points on upper left/right

� 4”x6” VELCRO® brand loop on upper chest area for ID/flag 
patches or for securing BULLETPROOF-IT’S Grid Reference Guide 
(GRG) pouch

� Kangaroo-style cummerbund retention flap secures the cummer-
bund in place and provides low-profile magazine storage (for up to 
three M4 magazines)

� Hydration and communication retention loops

� Reinforced drag handle

� MOLLE Assault Cummerbund with integrated Radio and Side Plate 
retention to minimize the need to attach additional pouches

� Assault MOLLE Cummerbund provides maximum MOLLE attach-
ment, an integrated MBITR/Radio and Side Plate compartment that 
supports 6”x6” (MSAP), 6”x8” and 7”x8” (ESBI) supplemental side 
plate protection; Cummerbund adjusts in the rear to 
account for various sizes, additional equipment, and environmental 
clothing profiles

� 2” Elastic Cummerbund provides lowest profile, secure fit, and 
best comfort when worn (It can be removed when wearing Assault 
MOLLE Cummerbund to minimize weight and bulk)

� 4” Elastic Cummerbund (sold separately) maintains the same 
qualities as the 2” Elastic Cummerbund along with the ability to 

� Cummerbund routing channel provides the ability to 
quickly adjust sizing or switch between the Assault MOLLE 
cummerbund, 2” Elastic Cummerbund, or 4” Elastic Cum-
merbund (sold separately)

� Padded shoulder pads with detachable retention loops

� Upper and Lower pack attachment connection points for 
attaching additional Modular Assault Packs

� Accepts 6”x6”, 6”x8” & 7”x8” side plates (sold separately)

� Accepts Eagle Deltoid/Shoulder Plate pockets (sold 
separately)

� Accepts SPEAR/BALCS ballistic groin protector (sold 
separately)

� Accepts Eagle Ballistic Groin Protector, VELCRO® attached 
(sold separately)

Optional Accessories (Sold Separately):
� 4” Elastic Waist Strap ( PN D-PCC-SIXE-4E-*)

� Low Profile Side Plate Pockets (slide over 4” Elastic Waist Strap)

o 6”x6” (SPC-6X6-*)

o 6”X8” (SPC-6X8-*)

o 7”X8” (SPC-7X8-*)

� Ballistic Groin with MSAP Plate Pocket, VELCRO® attached (DGP-MS-*)

� Deltoid/MSAP (6”x6”) Shoulder Plate Pocket (D-S/DPP-*)

Sizes: S, M, L, XL

Colors: Multicam® (5CCA), Coyote Brown (5SCOY), Khaki (5KH), Black (5BK)

MULTI MISSION  
ARMOR CARRIER

FEATURES:

bulletproof-it
body armor
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PLATE CARRIER IIPLATE CARRIER IIPLATE CARRIER II
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LVAC
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